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Abstract

The fine-grained attribute descriptions can significantly supplement the valuable semantic information for person image, which is vital to the success of person re-identification (ReID) task. However, current ReID algorithms typically failed to effectively leverage the rich contextual information available, primarily due to their reliance on simplistic and coarse utilization of image attributes. Recent advances in artificial intelligence generated content have made it possible to automatically generate plentiful fine-grained attribute descriptions and make full use of them. Therefore, this paper explores the potential of using the generated multiple person attributes as prompts in ReID tasks with off-the-shelf (large) models for more accurate retrieval results. To this end, we present a new framework called Multi-Prompts ReID (MP-ReID), based on prompt learning and language models, to fully dip fine attributes to assist ReID task. Specifically, MP-ReID first learns to hallucinate diverse, informative, and promptable sentences for describing the query images. This procedure includes (i) explicit prompts of which attributes a person has and furthermore (ii) implicit learnable prompts for adjusting/conditioning the criteria used towards this person identity matching. Explicit prompts are obtained by ensembling generation models, such as ChatGPT and VQA models. Moreover, an alignment module is designed to fuse multi-prompts (i.e., explicit and implicit ones) progressively and mitigate the cross-modal gap. Extensive experiments on the existing attribute-involved ReID datasets, namely, Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, demonstrate the effectiveness and rationality of the proposed MP-ReID solution.

Introduction

Person re-identification (ReID) is a challenging task due to the dramatic visual appearance changes from pose, viewpoints, illumination, occlusion, low resolution, background clutter, etc. (Jin et al. 2020a; Ye et al. 2021; Zhang, Zhang, and Liu 2021). Fine-grained person attributes are robust to
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Figure 1: Comparison of various usages of attributes for person ReID, where red boxes represent negative images, green boxes indicate positive results and key attribute words have been marked in red. We can see that using multiple fine human attributes as prompts in ReID brought advancements.

these variations and are often exploited as efficient supplements with local descriptions that aid in the learning of more discriminative feature representations (Jia et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2022a). In particular, the common attributes include clothing color, shoes, hairstyle, gender, age, and other specific characteristics. They serve as additional information that complements and aligns images, reducing the impact of the above factors, thereby improving the overall performance of ReID (Yu et al. 2022).

Recently, some researchers (Jia, Chen, and Huang 2021; Niu et al. 2022; Specker, Cormier, and Beyerer 2023; Zheng et al. 2022) begin to investigate the importance of attributes w.r.t ReID task, which demonstrate that attributes are in-
deed an effective piece of information that could enhance the retrieval performance in ReID. However, current attribute-based ReID algorithms fail to leverage the full potential of the abundant contextual information available. That’s mainly because they rely on simplistic and naive utilization of coarse-grained attributes, as well as the complexity of accurately capturing and descriptions with the limitation of AI technology in the past. As shown in Figure 1a, certain coarse, separate, and ambiguous attributes, such as “yellow”, “shorts”, and “shirt”, are directly used to retrieve pedestrians, which are less effective compared to clear and complete abundant contextual descriptions as presented in Figure 1c. Thus, it is essential but has not been well investigated to efficiently take full advantage of fine-grained attribute information for improving ReID accuracy.

With the fast-development of large models (Fu et al. 2022; Jin et al. 2022; Li et al. 2023), ReID methods gradually become more practical for real-world scenarios and gain superior performance. Besides, prompt learning (Wu et al. 2022; Zhou et al. 2022b), as a paradigm of strategies that leverages pre-trained models by incorporating additional textual description information, has achieved improved performance in many complex AI tasks (Zeng 2022; Lüddecke and Ecker 2022; Liu et al. 2022). Building upon this inspiration, we investigate the feasibility of utilizing prompts to provide fine-grained attribute information for the ReID task.

Intuitively, there are two strategies for applying attributes as prompts, explicit attribute prompts and implicit attribute prompts, as shown in Figure 1. (i) Explicit attribute prompts refer to an attribute-based sentence prompt generation method, where the production process utilizes some attribute words, among which ChatGPT and visual question answer (VQA) models (Yu et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2022b) with stronger interactivity and feedback mechanism are often used. (ii) While implicit attribute prompts use a learnable textual prompt generation method, where the process does not have specific attribute information, as depicted in Figure 1b. We can see that, the better retrieval result is obtained via the implicit attribute prompt method, but it is still not accurate enough. In contrast, as shown in Figure 1c, the ReID scheme that learning from multiple attribute prompts significantly improves the retrieval performance with more fine-grained information. From this we can infer that, the utilization of fine attribute information could enable the ReID model to learn more auxiliary features and relationships, thereby improving ultimate accuracy.

However, prominent challenges still remain that need to be further addressed. Firstly, the lack of such a required prompt-related ReID dataset in the large-scale practical ReID task has led to few studies have been exploited. The second challenge is that there is a gap between the attribute-based text prompt and the image, making it essential to address the alignment of these two modalities. As a result, despite utilizing rich prompts for improved ReID performance is a promising approach that can lead to efficient and comprehensive results, it remains an under-explored area with the potential for further optimization.

In this paper, we make the first attempt to employ the large-scale multi-prompts information in the attribute-based ReID task and propose a novel Multi-Prompts Learning framework, dubbed as MP-ReID, to support this challenging task. MP-ReID aims to retrieve one person based on a variety of fine-grained attribute information as a complement for image information to improve the retrieval performance with ChatGPT, VQA and CLIP (Radford et al. 2021). As mentioned above, the multi-prompts include explicit attribute prompts and implicit attribute prompts. 1) **Explicit attribute prompts** — a prompt sentence generation paradigm, which is ensembling generation models based on attribute words. 2) The other is **implicit attribute prompts** — a learnable prompt paradigm without intuitive attributes, which models a prompt’s context words with learnable vectors, that could be initialized with either random values or pre-trained word embeddings. Furthermore, image information with the promptable semantic feature is optimized under a cross-modal space to mitigate the cross-modal semantic gap. After that, the learned prompts are regarded as a booster to apply to the person retrieval. By conducting experiments on two well-known datasets, we validate that MP-ReID is superior to various existing methods. The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt that introduces the concept of multi-prompts learning strategies to generate diverse, informative, and promptable sentences for ReID improvements.
- We introduce two prompts generation paradigms: explicit attribute prompt and implicit attribute prompt, for applying fine-grained attributes to fully use the comprehensive semantics and enhance the retrieval performance.
- We contribute a Multi-Prompts ReID framework, dubbed MP-ReID to mitigate the cross-modal semantic gap for this attribute-based ReID task. Meanwhile, we collect a prompt-related ReID dataset containing multiple attribute prompts about the same person, and we have released the dataset to facilitate the research community.

### Related Work

**Prompt Learning**

In recent years, the use of prompt learning, which concerns providing suggestive information, has become a popular technique for incorporating knowledge in natural language processing problems (Petroni et al. 2019; Song et al. 2022; Jin et al. 2023). It involves adding language-specific instructions to the input text, enabling the pre-trained model to comprehend the downstream task and enhance the performance. ChatGPT3 and GPT-4 offer tremendous opportunities to improve open-source large language models using instruction-tuning (Peng et al. 2023) and transfer to downstream tasks with powerful generalization (Zhang et al. 2023). Moreover, there has been a recent trend towards utilizing prompt learning for improving the quality of visual representations in vision-language models (Ju et al. 2022; Rao et al. 2022).

---
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Attributed-based Person ReID

Recently, some deep learning methods are proposed to exploit the discriminative attributes. In particular, Li et al. (Li et al. 2019) manually labeled pedestrian attributes for the Market1501 dataset and the DukeMTMC-reID dataset\(^4\). Besides, the authors proposed a novel attribute-based person recognition framework with an attribute re-weighting module. This aims to learn discriminative embedding and correct prediction. Zhang et al. (Zhang, Niu, and Zhang 2020) leveraged the feature aggregation strategy to make use of attribute information. Jeong et al. (Jeong, Park, and Kwak 2021) presented a new loss for learning cross-modal embeddings in the context of attribute-based person search and regarded attribute dataset as a category of people sharing the same traits. Li et al. (Li, Sun, and Li 2023) fully exploited the cross-modal description ability through a set of learnable text tokens for each person ID and gave them to the text encoder to form ambiguous descriptions with a two-stage strategy, facilitating a better visual representation.

Inspired by the above work, we optimize the descriptive and visual features under the multi-prompts generation paradigm for ReID task, which contains explicit prompts and implicit prompts. In this way, textual prompts and visual features are learned from each other, achieving a win-win effect.

Methodology

This section provides a detailed explanation of our solution, with Figure 2 illustrating the overall framework of our MP-ReID. Generally speaking, our proposed framework comprises three components: multi-prompts generation, cross-model alignment, and person retrieval. 1) The approach of multi-prompts generation learning leverages ChatGPT, VQA, and learnable methods to generate three different prompts, which is given in Figure 3. These prompts are then fused together using a cross-attention mechanism; 2) Cross-modal alignment module aligns prompts-images pairs by feeding them into a multi-modal Transformer to learn the context; and 3) Person retrieval involves creating a feature representation in the prompt-visual space for identifying individuals.

Multi-Prompts Generation Learning

Given an attribute-based ReID dataset, images are defined as \(M = \{m_1, m_2, ..., m_n\}\), the corresponding attributes are denoted as \(A = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_n\}\), respectively. The MP-ReID first generates prompts \(P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_n\}\), which contains \(P^e\) ensembling explicit prompts and \(P^l\) learnable implicit prompts. For visual representation and prompt representation, we adopt the image encoder and the text encoder from CLIP as the backbone for feature extractor respectively. They are all implemented as Transformer architecture (He et al. 2021b; Zhu et al. 2023). And the ViT-B/16 network architecture (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) is utilized for the images, which contains 12 transformer layers. With respect to prompts embedding, we convert each word into a unique numeric ID using byte pair encoding with a 49,512 vocab size (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch 2016). To enable parallel computation, we set the context length of each text sequence to 77, including the start [SOS] and end [EOS] tokens. Within a batch of images, we denote the index of each image as \(i \in \{1...N\}\). We calculate the similarity between the [CLS] token embedding of the image feature \(m_i\) and the corresponding [EOS] token embedding of the text feature \(p_i\). And in this module, we obtain the image feature

\[
f^m_i = F_m(m_i)
\]
The man is wearing a yellow shirt, gray pants and carrying a black backpack.

A photo of a striped umbrella.

Figure 3: The process of multi-prompts generation learning in the proposed MP-ReID framework. The top is the question bank and answer bank of VQA model; the bottom is the concrete multi-prompts generation from the VQA prompt, ChatGPT prompt and learnable prompt, respectively.

Accordingly, for textual representation, we obtain the prompt feature $f^p_i$, which is formally formulated as,

$$f^p_i \leftarrow \begin{cases} f^e_i = F_e(p^e_i) \\ f^c_i = F_c(p^c_i) \end{cases}$$  (2)

where $F_m(\cdot)$ and $F_p(\cdot)$ are visual and textual projection function. Besides, $f^{en}_i$, $f^e_i$, $f^c_i$ are extracted image features, explicit prompt features and implicit prompt features, respectively. $P^e_i$ ensembling explicit prompts comprise $P^e_i$: ChatGPT generation prompt and $P^c_i$: VQA generation prompt.

1) **Explicit attribute prompts.** Specifically, to generate explicit attribute prompts, we adopt a prompt ensembling strategy that utilizes both ChatGPT and VQA models. Firstly, we establish the criteria and guidelines for generating prompt sentences that align with our desired outcome. We have configured it to utilize the specified instructions for text generation. This approach necessitates the usage of attribute words to generate prompts.

Subsequently, we transmit these attribute words to ChatGPT, which leverages its large model pre-training prompt learning to automatically generate sentence prompts. Moreover, we design seven related questions and prompt sentence templates to cover as much information as possible about a person, aiming to gain the attributes from VQA are not included in the prompts from ChatGPT. Then the <question, answer> pairs obtained by a VQA model called MCAN (Yu et al. 2019) are converted into seven prompts corresponding to the image. This kind of prompt can be especially applied to situations when attributes cannot be obtained easily. For instance, we can ask these questions as follows: “Is the person wearing a tie?”, “Is the person wearing a watch?”, and “What kind of shirt is the person wearing?”.

Next, we randomly assign questions from the question bank to each image and generate several attribute answers. We then pass these attribute attributes through pre-designed declarative sentence templates and fill in the relevant words to create sub-prompt sentences. Finally, we generate ChatGPT prompts and VQA prompts for 1,501 identities in the Market1501 dataset, as well as for 1,404 identities in the DukeMTMC-reID dataset respectively.

2) **Implicit attribute prompts.** The implicit prompt strategy in our MP-ReID method uses a learnable prompt approach that does not require intuitive attributes. Specifically, we call it “implicit” because these learnable prompts are training dataset-specific common text descriptions, which is not directly corresponding to a sample. Based on CoOp (Zhou et al. 2022b,a) and CLIP-ReID (Li, Sun, and Li 2023), the implicit prompt mainly aims to generate concrete text descriptions through a set of learnable text tokens for fine-grained ReID tasks. That is to say, it provides some attention clues that are somewhat relevant to the tasks. For instance, let the network focus on the human body via “the photo is a [x][x][x][x] person”, not a simple/general “the photo is a [x][x][x][x]”.

### Cross-Modal Alignment

Another technical challenge is how to fuse such multi-prompts and alleviate their gaps efficiently. To address it, as shown in Figure 2, we proposed the second component of our MP-ReID — cross-modal alignment, which eases the modality gap between textual prompt features and visual features. Furthermore, similarity learning is used to determine whether feature vectors belong to the same person or not,

$$\text{sim}(\mathbf{m}_i, \mathbf{p}_i) = \mathbf{m}_i \cdot \mathbf{p}_i = u_M(m_i) \cdot u_P(p_i)$$  (3)

where $u_M(\cdot)$ and $u_P(\cdot)$ are linear layers projecting embedding into a cross-modal embedding space.

1) **Aligning for explicit attribute prompts.** In this module, we first perform the cross-attention operation (Chen et al. 2022) with the image on both $P^c_i$: ChatGPT generation prompt and $P^e_i$: VQA generation prompt encoded by the CLIP text encoder, respectively. Specifically, the data is sent in a sequential manner to the cross-attention module for processing. In order to integrate prompts $f^e_i$ and images $f^{en}_i$ more effectively, the textual prompt feature serves as query ($Q_i$). Meanwhile, the image feature and the prompt feature perform the concatenating operation, and are subsequently utilized as key ($K_i$) and value ($V_i$).

 Afterwards, we combine the two gained explicit prompt features, namely the ChatGPT prompt $f^e_i$ and the VQA prompt $f^{en}_i$ via concatenation (Zhai et al. 2022). Finally, the representation of the explicit prompts is an attentive combination of ChatGPT prompts’ and VQA prompts’ representations. Moreover, $f^e_i$ is formulated as,

$$f^e_i = \text{MLP}(\text{Concat}(f^e_i, f^{en}_i))$$  (4)

Then we construct a Multi-Modal Transformer model that combines prompt and image features to unify them into a cross-modal space that can be aligned (Luo et al. 2019). After each of them receives its respective new features, the
obtained features are sequentially fed into the Transformer model together with the image features, so we can get $f_i^s$. To further enhance the performance, we use a cross-entropy loss $L_{cls}$ for the CLS token $f_i^{CLS}$, which is responsible for the classification representation of the prompts and images. $q_k$ is the value in the target distribution,

$$f_i^s = [f_i^{CLS}, f_i^p, f_i^m]$$

$$L_{cls} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} -q_k \log(MLP(f_i^s))$$

We also design an image-to-prompt contrastive loss $L_{mp}$, which is calculated as follows,

$$L_{mp}(i) = -\log \frac{\exp(sim(M_i, P_i))}{\sum_{a=1}^{N} \exp(sim(M_i, P_a))}$$

As for explicit prompt, the text-to-image contrastive loss $L_{tp}$ is formulated as,

$$L_{tp}(i) = -\log \frac{\exp(sim(M_i, P_i))}{\sum_{a=1}^{N} \exp(sim(M_i, P_a))}$$

Equation (7) and Equation (8) are the similarities of two embeddings from matched pair.

2) Aligning for implicit attribute prompts. As for implicit prompts, the prompts $P_i^l$ are designed as “A photo of a [X] [X] [X] [X] [X] person”, where each $X$ (with $t \in 1...T$) is a learnable text token with the same dimension as the word embedding. Here, $T$ represents the number of learnable prompt tokens. Notably, the parameters in $X$ can be trained. We can use the obtained implicit prompt features to calculate image-to-prompt cross-entropy $L_{imp}$. 

$$L_{mp}(i) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} -q_k \log \frac{\exp(sim(M_i, P_i))}{\sum_{a=1}^{N} \exp(sim(M_i, P_a))}$$

Finally, in this module, the losses are summarized as follows,

$$L_{align} = L_{cls} + L_{mp} + L_{tp}$$

**Person Retrieval**

Through the above steps, we employ the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance score between query images and gallery images. Therefore, a higher score will be generated for a positive pair of person images than those of negative counterparts. In order to optimize ReID models, two loss functions are introduced: a triplet loss $L_{tri}$ (Hermans, Beyer, and Leibe 2017) and an ID loss $L_{id}$ (Zheng et al. 2017). The triplet loss is used to minimize the distance between images of the same person while maximizing the distance between images of different people. The ID loss, on the other hand, is used to concertrly optimize for correct identity predictions by smoothing label information. By utilizing both the triplet and ID losses, the model is able to simultaneously reduce intra-class distances and increase inter-class distances, resulting in improved accuracy in re-identifying individuals,

$$L_{id} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} -q_k \log(y_k)$$

where $y_k$ represents ID prediction logits of class $k$, $d_p$ and $d_n$ are feature distances of the positive and negative pair, and $\alpha$ is the margin of triplet loss.

Overall, the objective function of our method MP-ReID is denoted as follows, where $\lambda_{tri}$ is the balance factor of triplet loss and $\lambda_{id}$ is the balance factor of ID loss,

$$L_{reid} = \lambda_{id} L_{id} + \lambda_{tri} L_{tri}$$

And ultimately, the loss function used in MP-ReID is as follows,

$$L = L_{align} + L_{reid}$$

**Experiments**

**Experimental Settings**

**Dataset.** In this paper, we evaluate the proposed MP-ReID method on two well-known ReID benchmarks: Market1501 (Zheng et al. 2015), DukeMTMC-reID (Zheng, Zheng, and Yang 2017), as well as the attribute datasets associated with these two datasets, which were manually annotated (Lin et al. 2019).
### Ablation Studies

The overall comparative analysis shows that our proposed MP-ReID solution exhibits superior performance. To further validate the importance of multi-prompts in ReID, we took CLIP-ReID with implicit prompt as a baseline and performed some ablation studies. Firstly, MP-ReID is compared with its several variants: 1) MP-ReID with the coarse and separate attribute prompts. 2) MP-ReID with generation caption prompts from an image captioning model. 3) MP-ReID with/without any ensembling explicit prompts, i.e., ChatGPT generation prompts, as well as VQA generation prompts.

#### 1) Ablation study of prompt strategies for MP-ReID

Table 2 displays the performance of different component combinations of MP-ReID. Our conclusions are threefold: a) MP-ReID using coarse and separate attribute words and generation caption shows weak retrieval results than the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Market1501</th>
<th>DukeMTMC-reID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mAP R@1 R@5 R@10</td>
<td>mAP R@1 R@5 R@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>89.40 95.90 96.90 97.30</td>
<td>83.90 92.30 96.50 97.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>86.30 94.00 97.60 98.60</td>
<td>78.10 88.60 93.60 95.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>87.60 94.20 97.50 98.70</td>
<td>78.20 84.70 93.20 94.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>90.20 95.90 98.80 99.30</td>
<td>87.20 94.50 97.60 98.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>95.50 97.70 99.20 99.50</td>
<td>88.90 95.70 98.00 98.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Ablation study of prompt strategies for MP-ReID on both datasets (Thereinto, “LP” is learnable prompts, “AW” is coarse and separate attribute words, “GC” is generation caption, “VP” is VQA prompts, “CP” is ChatGPT prompts.)
This paper aims to combine multiple prompts features to enhance visual features. As Figure 5 reveals, to better comprehend our MP-ReID network, we examined and evaluated the effects of different numbers of multi-prompts in R@1 by showcasing on Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets. Thereinto, the graph is presented by subtracting the base value of 89% from the obtained R@1. This presentation method is utilized to enhance the clarity of the graph. Significantly, we have the following observations: a) we use multiple sub-prompts, including 7 VQA prompts, 1 ChatGPT prompt and 1 learnable prompt. We gradually eliminate 1 - 4 VQA prompts and 1 ChatGPT prompt when only one learnable prompt remains in our experiments. The results have obviously shown that more prompts are more effective than few prompts for ReID, because few prompts cannot be learned much information. b) These findings certify the effectiveness of combining the ChatGPT generation prompts and VQA generation prompts these two explicit prompts and the implicit prompts components in our MP-ReID approach. In addition, the ablated results reveal the necessity of multiple prompts proposed in our framework, jointly resulting in its superior performance.

Visualization

This paper aims to combine multiple prompts features to enhance visual features. As Figure 5 reveals, to better comprehend our MP-ReID network, we examined and evaluated the performance of combining the ChatGPT generation prompts and VQA generation prompts these two explicit prompts and the implicit prompts components in our MP-ReID approach. In addition, the ablated results reveal the necessity of multiple prompts proposed in our framework, jointly resulting in its superior performance.

Conclusions

This paper introduces a new concept of multi-prompts and a novel framework for attribute-based ReID, named MP-ReID. Specifically, we take the first attempt to explore multiple prompts generation learning strategies with ChatGPT and VQA models, which effectively learn discriminative representations via generated multi-prompts information. For the concrete prompts generation, we classify it into explicit prompts and implicit prompts. Among them, for generating explicit prompts, large model ChatGPT and VQA are used based on a prompt ensembling paradigm, and the implicit prompts are learnable prompts. The model is then refined using well-designed losses that consider textual prompts and visual image constraints to alleviate the modality gap. Our MP-ReID has achieved state-of-the-art performance on two well-known ReID datasets.

Limitations

In this paper, we propose the use of multiple prompts to enhance the person re-identification task, which has been experimentally validated as effective. However, explicit and implicit integration aspects warrant further exploration. For instance, in terms of quantity, additional prompt methods beyond the current three can be considered. Furthermore, the integration strategy can be further refined. Our current integration strategy is relatively straightforward, but we believe that employing more diverse and tighter integration methods will yield even better results. At the model level, we are particularly intrigued by multi-modal large models, but due to dataset and resource constraints, we have not yet conducted extensive experimentation. We anticipate that larger models and corpora will reveal more intriguing findings.
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